Spring 2019 News and Ideas from BT

In this issue…
Jeff Bowen, President & Creative Director,
Fellow IPS, Fellow GLPA, Member IPS Immersive Audio Committee
Hi to all‐
Not just lighting….not just audio….not just projection…not just control systems…there is a lot in this issue.
Following are some quickie articles by some of our BT staff that showcase some new technologies and methods, as well as
some easy to use tips for design and maintaining your exhibits and domed theaters.
Mark Trotter discusses our new code‐compliant seating packages a various price points for domed theaters and small
exhibit theaters. Although we work with many manufactures Irwin and Sedia have assigned reps and engineers to us for all
our worldwide accounts so we do not have to get in line for quotes and support. As always, we have elected to work with
only high‐quality products to assure proper installation and reliability.
Brien Barr talks about our content production work in which we built teams to share media content production and
programming, often running on the system we install as complete packages.
Brian Norris goes into a new technology we are exploring that adds programmable feel to touchscreen experiences. We can
program the touch to feel like gravel, cork, wood, leather, etc.
James introduces you to our great new support software and methods. He also mentions our 24/7 free online tutorials that
teach you how to program our systems.
Phil Groce talks about being a good listener to client needs and how to interpret that information.
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Matt is on site many times each year and want to make sure you know about expanding and updating our systems and how
easy it is without obsoleting what you have. He also discusses our distance learning solutions that can be used with any
exhibit or dome systems you own.
Our Production Manager Erich Grasty shares how important proper rack build, wiring and power filtering is. You can run
your hands thru the middle of our racks from top to bottom inside and not get your hand caught on any wiring. Clean and
reliable.
David B updates you regarding our newest fully‐programmable manual control panel with moving faders
I, JB, close it out with an update as to our new Europe and Middle East agents and their contact information.
And…our special offer to existing customers to upgrade their lighting to our newest Version 4 RGBW and Version 6
FXCommander.
You can download the entire pdf at http://www.bowentechnovation.com/resources/newsletters/
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐

Immersive Theater Seating
Mark Trotter, Fellow‐IPS
Sit back and relax. Bowen Technovation now includes high‐quality
code compliant seating in our packages for immersive theaters and
planetariums! As part of our continuing effort to provide integrated
solutions to our clients, we now offer a wide selection of seating from
the major seat manufacturers and will not provide a poor quality
product just to secure your contract. These manufacturers have
assigned sales and engineering staff specifically to our account no
matter where in the world our project takes place.
These seats are specifically designed for the unique environment of
domed theaters and take into account the multipurpose requirements
of modern domed theaters. The seats from these various manufacturers are available with a wide range of options such as
standard, oversized. or extra‐large tablet arms, premium upholstery, rocker or non‐rocker designs, aisle lights, etc. Some
of our manufacturers offer options that include easily removed ADA compliant seating for flexibility in theater layout and
flat, sloped or tiered floor installations.
Beyond the physical seats, we also provide CAD‐based seating layout services to maximize viewing angles, seating capacity
and visitor comfort. From working on dozens of projects with architects, and after more than three decades of domed
theater experience we can provide unexcelled guidance in providing the best seating solution for any dome size or budget.
For more info contact me at: markt@bowentechnovation.com

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
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Did You Know BT Can Meet Your Content Needs?
Brien Barr, Content Partner manager
Bowen Technovation has a history of involvement in over 300 video
and film projects since 1985. Many have won significant national and
international awards.
We build teams, so many projects are co‐developed with some of the
best known content producers on the planet. We have served as
producers of all formats of professional video and audio for
presentation in space theaters and exhibits.
From simple content conversion to fully produced original shows for your theater or immersive theater, BT is well suited to
fill your needs.
Here are some, but not all, of the services we can provide:






Interactive or networked exhibits for your lobbies or exhibition space
Content for your entire exhibition space or galleries
Productions for domes, edge‐blended panoramic screens/projection, curved screens, or abnormal projection
Fully produced original shows for your theaters/auditoriums
Fully produced original shows for your immersive theaters

Go to www.bowentechnovation.com/content to read about more of the services we offer or contact us today to talk about
your content needs.
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐

What is Haptic Touchscreen Technology? Feel the Touch.
Brian Norris, Exhibit Services Manager
Bowen Technovation is developing content with the world’s
only haptic touchscreen developer. Together we are
redefining touch by enabling you to feel what you see on a
touchscreen. Today's touchscreens are static windows to the
digital world. Haptic touch adds a new dimension of
interaction that goes beyond the buzz of vibration to bring
unlimited textures and feelings to flat, physical surfaces.
Electric fields produce capacitive coupling between the finger
and the touchscreen glass to modulate the friction forces with
pixel‐level resolution. You can feel multidimensional effects
such as edges, clicks, bumps or collisions and textures like
rough, ripples, rubber or bumps.
The hardware is currently available in a 10.1", all‐in‐one, touch screen with zero bezel design or in an open frame
design. The screen features 10 points of touch with a bright, high contrast screen with a wide viewing angle and a 1280 x
800 native resolution.
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Applications:

•





Astronomy
Science Games
Accessibility

Traveling Exhibits
Museums

For more info contact me at: briann@bowentechnovation.com
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
Learning to Listen
Philip Groce, Customer Liaison and Content Author
When I directed planetariums and science museums, I conducted audience
surveys to help make my planetarium theaters and my science exhibitions
more successful. However, it was the audience I wasn’t reaching that
concerned me the most. I began asking science museum visitors and even
people on the street why they didn’t go to the planetarium or visit the
science exhibits? The answers were eye opening. They allowed me to see
these spaces through a different lens and by listening I learned a lot about
their physical and program deficiencies. As an exhibit and planetarium
design consultant for Bowen Technovation, I still use this technique.
As a technology company, we are all about solutions. However, every
service company likes to make that claim. With us, it all starts with asking the right questions to uncover what the client
really wants as a technology solution. Learning how to listen to a client’s answers is the first design tool we use. Our
proposed solutions are shaped by what we hear.
Whether it is a renovation project or new construction, on the day the exhibit or planetarium theater opens, we stand by
our clients and ask one last question: "Did we meet your expectations?" Better yet, "did we meet your audiences’
expectations?"
It is this philosophy and experience that drives everyone at Bowen Technovation.
I look forward to listening to you soon. Contact me at philg@bowentechnovation.com
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐

In order: Sharpe Planetarium, Memphis; Indianapolis Public Library Learning Curve, Gerald Ford Presidential
Museum
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New BT Support Methods and Web Tutorials
James Carlson, Customer Support Manager
As part of our continuous effort to provide you with the best possible service, Bowen
Technovation is pleased to announce our new service management software.
Our normal support procedures will not change, just the look and feel of creating and
tracking tickets to be more transparent and streamlined.
Emailing support@bowentechnovation.com or by creating a ticket from our website at
http://bowentechnovation.com/support/ will automatically create a ticket notifying a
Customer Support Specialist of your issue. There is an easy‐to‐see blue and white Support
banner right on our main homepage.
In addition to online, we can still be reached via phone during normal business hours (Mon‐
Fri 8AM‐6PM EST) at 317‐863‐0525.
And remember the Resources area of our website features real‐time and downloadable
content such as how‐to guides, video tutorials, workshop handouts and videos and other
documents to provide self‐serve help.
If you have feedback or questions about our support procedures, please don’t hesitate to contact us. Your feedback will
help us ensure that those changes make it more helpful for all users.
Drop us a line to discuss new hardware upgrades, extended warranty options, or complete design/build exhibit projects.
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐

Upgrading and Expanding Your Existing Planetarium Technology
Matt Rosenfeld, Audio and Programming Engineer
Bowen Technovation offers an array of technology systems
that have been installed with almost every type of dome
projection system and dome. These include our
AstroFXAudio sound system, AstroFXAurora LED lighting
system, and AstroFXCommander control system line of
products. These systems can not only be purchased as
part of a brand‐new planetarium design/build/installation
but also as a replacement or upgrade to your existing
system, whether or not Bowen installed your original
system.
Did you know that Bowen also offers add‐on/expansion
packages as well? Our AstroFXPresenter and AstroFXDistance Learning systems can either be installed with any of our
systems at the time of purchase or be added later to an existing system.
In our AstroFXPresenter system, The Bowen Technovation staff has specially designed for times when you need to show
PowerPoints, computer graphics, DVD and Blu‐ray programs, HDTV and streaming broadcasts such as NASA TV, Viewspace,
SpaceX and other programming. This system offers HDMI Plug‐and‐Play capabilities along with a separate inset projector to
save precious lamp hours from your all‐dome system.
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We also offer our AstroFXDistance Learning system which allows you to have guest presenters from anywhere in the world
conduct talks in your dome and you can stream your presentations in real time or prerecorded to other sites, schools, and
even homes with homeschooling. This system features a PTZ camera specialized for low‐light environments. Both of our
AstroFXPresenter and AstroFXDistance Learning systems integrate seamlessly with our other systems and can be fully
controlled by our AstroFXCommander control system.
Go to www.bowentechnovation.com/systems to read about more of the systems we offer or contact us today to get a
quote.

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
Quality Control; and Creative System Building
Erich Grasty, Production Manager
Bowen Technovation has been in business for over 30 years. Providing a service for
Innovation technology for Immersive Theaters, Planetariums, Museum & Science center
Exhibits. Bowen’s unique designs for rack building are like no other. Each rack is
customized for each client.
The requirements for rack systems for our uses differ greatly from those in data centers
for cloud servers, routers and almost any other IT applications. The dedicated circuits
and power conditioning we use filter out the noise and interference from nasty switch
mode computer power supplies.
Racks, enclosure, housing, are the essential component for any installations. Every piece
of equipment has been hands‐on tested by staff before installed into the rack.
In the A/V world hardware designs are unique to our clients. Here are some, but not all,
of the components are including in rack building.






Single & multi‐screen video monitors,
Sound devices and audio mixing/processing equipment
Power distribution nodes isolated away from audio and video cabling.
Video distribution processors.
Control system head end processors and distribution

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐

Updated Motorized Bowen Manual Control Panels
David Binnewies, Chief Engineer
In this day and age, everyone is used to tapping on a touch screen display, be it on
a smart phone on self‐serve kiosk. Bowen control system come standard with
touch screen monitors and can also be configured to work on a tablet through a
web interface. That said, there's still the need to have manual tactile control. One
example is in a darkened planetarium theater, where any stray light from a screen
can cast a distracting light on the dome. With manual control, a presenter can
control audio and lighting without the need to be constantly looking down to find
the right button or fader on a screen.
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Bowen offers two types of manual control for theaters. The first is a three fader four button manual panel, that can work
with the AstroFXCommander control system, or as a stand‐alone audio controller connecting directly to the audio
processor. The faders controls volume, and the buttons call up pre‐programmed audio presets.
For a more advanced system, there's the Digital Control Panel, which has eight programmable motorized faders, and thirty
two buttons, to be used with AstroFX basic lighting, and advanced Commander lighting and audio control. The faders can
control both lighting and audio. They are touch sensitive and will move to match changes made using the Commander
touchscreen, or from outside commands. Buttons can be configured to bring up custom lighting scenes, mute audio, or call
up audio presets.
Tactile control isn't just for theaters. Bowen can design and install custom exhibits with interactive buttons, track ball, or
joystick. These can work as stand‐alone, or with ExhibitFXCommander systems.

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
The Wrap up and New Agents…Europe, UK, Middle East
Jeff Bowen
For quite some time we have been subcontracted for dome theater and exhibit work by some of the best planetarium and
exhibit companies in the business. We now have established sales and support agents in the EU, UK and Middle East.
Dome packages. One way we differ from other vendors is we are approved to create complete packages that include Evans
& Sutherland, Digitalis, Astro‐tec and Spitz, as well as experience in designing theaters for systems by Zeiss, KMP Minolta,
and Goto. In this way we can help select and support exactly the solution you want.
Exhibits R Us. Some of our first work in sound design was in 1985 for museum exhibits and educational film. By 1992 our
hardware packages were being installed in sites around the world. Our work includes the biggest and best names in
technology manufacturing. They come to see us regularly at BT to tell us what is new. These relationships help us [provide a
great value for your project without having to install inferior poor‐quality, low‐priced products.
They are authorized to include all our technologies and program content in their contracts as well as providing trained
support in many time zones.

Meet our new agents in the Middle East:
“As you might know by now Astronomical Solutions, has
become the sales and support agent for Bowen
Technovation in your region. We are very excited with
the opportunity to get to know existing Bowen clients as
well as to meet with future clients in the planetarium
and exhibition world.
“In addition to our highly respected telescope
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distribution and expertise, ASC now features all the best designs and
equipment Bowen has to offer for planetariums and exhibits. Various
sites in your region feature Bowen AstroFX packages, including
AstroFXAudio, AstroFXAurora LED lighting and AstroFXCommander
control systems.
“We feel we have the perfect skill set for the customer to discuss first
hand what Bowen and ASC are offering in regard to complete design
and installation solutions for museums and planetariums.
“If there are any unanswered questions you might have regarding this
new arrangement between ASC and Bowen we would like to hear from
you.
“You can review a list of the new offering at https://astronomicalsolutions.com/bowen‐technovation/
On behalf of Astronomical Solutions, With best regards‐
‐ Hilmi Saleh Al‐Kindy CTO
‐ Faris Al Said CEO
Astronomical Solutions Company L.L.C.

Meet our Europe/UK agents:
“We at Sonik, Iceland have been providing daily technical services for the
Perlan Museum in Iceland since the beginning of 2017. Throughout this
work, we have worked extensively with Bowen Technovation. From the
beginning there has been a growing interest from both sides in working
further together with planetarium and exhibit projects.
”In Perlan, we feel we have the perfect showcase for the customer to see
first hand what Bowen and Sonik have to offer in regard to complete design
and installation solutions for museums and planetariums.
“Perlan offers the experience of a 100‐m‐long ice cave,
interactive glacier
exhibits, virtual aquarium, volcanoes, plate tectonics,
earthquake, geothermal and new 15m 8K planetarium. To
arrange a visit contact us at it www.sonik.is/bowentech.
‐CEO Gunnar Moeller

And as promised… contact us for special repeat customer
pricing or trade ins for upgrading our audio, lighting,
projection and control systems.
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